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1.

INTRODUCTION

Ensuring Council’s activities are underpinned by appropriate engagement with our citizens is
essential in ensuring fit, sustainable local government.
Local government in New South Wales is in the midst of a period of reform, which is
expected to strengthen the engagement councils have with their communities. For Maitland
City Council, this will allow us to further embed the principles of engagement across all areas
of our business and continue to build from our many successful engagement initiatives.
As has been demonstrated over the past five years, Council is committed to identifying,
prioritising and responding to community priorities. We actively engage with our community
to develop a ten year vision in our community strategic plan, establish Council’s response in a
four year delivery program and ensure we have the right people, infrastructure and finances
to meet our commitments.
We further engage our citizens on key strategies, plans and service delivery, understanding
that the best outcomes come from working together.
This engagement strategy has been developed to guide engagement for our community
strategic plan, and establish the basis from which all engagement will be undertaken
by Council. The goal is to establish a continuing conversation, informing not only the
development and review of the community strategic plan Maitland +10 but also other
activities undertaken by council.
This Citizen Engagement Strategy outlines Council’s commitment and intent for citizen
engagement across the organisation. We will embed citizen engagement as part of our
regular business practices at all levels of the organisation, fostering best practice through
the deployment of engagement plans as part of decision-making processes and using
engagement outcomes to inform what we do.
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2.

WHAT IS CITIZEN ENGAGEMENT?

Our definition of citizen engagement has been adapted from the International Association of Public Participation (IAP2):
“Citizen engagement is involving the community in a decision making process”.
Citizen engagement covers the broad and ongoing range of two-way interactions between Council and the community. We
carry out a variety of engagement activities including:
• Informing our citizens of a new policy direction or change in services
• Seeking feedback as part of the process to develop a strategic plan or design a community facility
• Involving our citizens through a range of techniques to ensure that their ideas and concerns about a project or initiative are
understood and considered as part of a decision making process
• Working in partnership with our citizens to formulate options and provide recommendations to Council.

Ongoing communication is essential to effective engagement, as it builds awareness and understanding of the projects,
services and initiatives of Council. It is not possible to effectively engage the community in decision making process until they
are first adequately informed.

3.

CITIZEN ENGAGEMENT FRAMEWORK

Maitland City Council’s Citizen
Engagement Framework integrates with
this strategy to provide a structure and
tools that will assist staff when planning
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to engage with citizens. This document
sits as the overarching strategy
guiding engagement planning and
delivery while demonstrating Council’s
commitment to actively engage the
community. It is supported by an
Engagement Guide and Toolkit and a
suite of engagement templates to be
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Continuous
improvement

used operationally as a ‘how to’ when
engaging.

Engagement
Templates

Figure 1: Citizen Engagement Framework

Citizen Engagement Framework
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4.

MODEL OF CITIZEN ENGAGEMENT

Community engagement occurs in variety of levels for public influence. Council aligns its citizen engagement with the
International Association of Public Participation (IAP2). The Public Participation Spectrum (Table 1) helps to determine the
scope of the community’s input and the role those engaged will have in the decision making process. The Spectrum has been
adapted to meet the needs and expectations of Council and our citizens and identifies four levels of engagement, inform,
consult, involve and collaborate.
Table 1:
Goal

Inform

Consult

Involve

Collaborate

To provide balanced

Two way interactions

Participatory

Working together

and objective

to obtain feedback on

process to ensure

to develop a shared

information to assist

ideas, alternatives or

citizens’ concerns

understanding of all

understanding about

proposals to inform our

and aspirations are

issues and to work

something that is

decision making.

consistently understood

out alternatives and a

and considered.

preferred solution for

going to happen or has
happened.
Our approach

5.

joint decision making.

We will keep you

We will explore options

We will involve you

We will collaborate

informed about a

and opportunities, and

in the process so

with you so your

decision or direction.

seek to understand

your ideas, concerns

advice, innovation and

your concerns or

and aspirations are

recommendations are

preferences.

directly reflected in

included in the final

the alternatives or final

decision that we make

decision.

together.

OUR ENGAGEMENT AIMS

Maitland City Council recognises that citizen engagement and participation processes are a vital part of local democracy.
Through this strategy we aim to ensure meaningful, informed and genuine community participation is active in Council’s
decision-making. We also aim to:
• Make certain that contemporary tools of community engagement will be explored and utilised to ensure local decision-making
processes are in keeping with community expectations.
• Establish an environment in which Council and the local community can exchange views, ideas and information;
• Provide a consistent approach across Council and ensure that all engagement processes and activities are focused and
effective;
• Strengthen partnerships between Council, the local community, local organisations, government stakeholders and service
providers;
• Be proactive and open to new and innovative ways to engage and maintain ongoing engagement with the whole of the
community.
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6.

WHEN WILL CITIZEN ENGAGEMENT OCCUR?

There are a range of triggers for citizen engagement. Council is committed to engaging with the community when a new
project, plan or initiative is being developed or a change is to occur with an existing project, plan or initiative. This may include
strategic or corporate planning, policy development and implementation, service planning, site or stakeholder specific plans,
significant projects or other issues as determined by Council.
Maitland City Council’s Development Approval Process is governed by the Maitland Local Environment Plan (LEP) and
Development Control Plan (DCP). Formal notification of a development application is a requirement of legislation. The DCP
identifies which development types require notification and the form that notification shall take. It also defines if and how
modifications to development approvals are notified.
This Citizen Engagement Strategy does not overrule the engagement provisions of the DCP. In most circumstances,
consultation specific to development applications will conform to the requirements of that plan. However, in situations when
it is deemed necessary for wider consultation to occur on a development proposal, the process would need to demonstrate
adherence to the principles of this strategy.

7.

CITIZEN ENGAGEMENT PRINCIPLES

While the Citizen Engagement Strategy demonstrates Council’s commitment to actively engage the local community, it also sets
out Council’s approach by identifying a set of principles that shape how we effectively engage.
• Inclusiveness and Diversity – recognising and valuing the diversity of our community and the different strengths people and
groups bring. Working to promote equality of opportunities and empower people to have their voices heard
• Openness, Respect and Accountability – leading to a better understanding of issues, a mutual respect for different points of
view and workable solutions with clear lines of accountability
• Leadership – supporting and facilitating discussion, actively seeking support and partnerships and building leadership capacity
across the community
• Purpose –establishing a clear purpose for engagement that provides direction and guidance, creating realistic expectations,
understanding and transparency of the engagement process
• Information Sharing- providing clear and accurate information in a timely manner.
• Feedback and Evaluation – letting participants know how their opinions and information have contributed to decisions
• Resourcing and Timing – taking the time to build relationships and providing the necessary resources to undertake the
engagement process. Considering the time commitments and resourcing of our citizens to participate in engagement
opportunities
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8.

COUNCILLORS’ ROLE IN CITIZEN ENGAGEMENT

The Councillors’ role is to be an advocate of the engagement process.
Councillors will be informed of the engagement activities including the consultation period, the engagement methods, and
how citizen participation will be used to inform the project, plan or initiative. It is the role of Strategy and Performance to
inform the Councillors of engagement activities and opportunities. It is the responsibility of each project sponsor to ensure
that Strategy and Performance are made aware of any engagement activities or opportunities in advance via the completion of
engagement planning documentation as per the Citizen Engagement Framework.
At times Councillors will be invited to take part in relevant engagement processes. Councillor involvement will be coordinated
through Strategy and Performance and the Executive Office. Councillors will be clearly informed of their role and expectations
for involvement. Generally, Councillors will be involved in consultation at a strategic or significant project level, rather than in
operational engagement activities (for example develop programs with target groups or execute capital works program).
Councillors are to direct queries relating to engagement to the Executive Manager Strategy and performance.

9.

RELEVANT LEGISLATION

Relevant legislation for citizen engagement includes:
• NSW Local Government Act 1993
• Environmental Planning & Assessment Act 1979
• NSW Public Health Act 1991
• NSW Government Information (Public Access) Act 2009
• NSW Privacy and Personal Information Protection Act 1998
• The Children and Young Persons (Care and Protection) Act 1998

10. REFERENCES
International Association for Public Participation (2004) ‘IAP2 Public Participation Spectrum’ www.iap2.org Accessed 9 February
2016
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11. GLOSSARY AND TERMS OF ABBREVIATIONS
Table 2:

Citizen Engagement
Citizen
Community
Partnership
Framework
IAP2

Citizen engagement is involving the community in a decision making process
The use of the word ‘citizen’ focuses on the multifaceted relationship individuals have with Council
and all levels of government. Citizens may reside within or outside the Local Government Area.
The term ‘community’ refers to all residents, interest groups, community organisations, business
persons and those who have a vested interest in the future direction of the Maitland LGA.
The process whereby parties work collectively towards an agreed objective or aim. This might
include the community, government and non-government organisations.
A framework is a broad overview, outline or skeleton of interlinked items which support a particular
approach to a specific objective.
International Association of Public Participation
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For more information contact:
The Maitand Your Say Team
Maitland City Council
T: (02) 4934 9700
E: yoursay@maitland.nsw.gov.
au
maitland.nsw.gov.au

